
It’s A Space Issue: Necessary Disorder in New York  

“The crowd is his element, as the air is that of birds and water of fishes. His passion and his profession are to 
become one flesh with the crowd.” – Charles Baudelaire, Le Figaro 

“Someday a real rain will come and wash all this scum off the streets.” – Taxi Driver 

 

On any given day in New York City, a subway car (pick one) is populated by characters of all types en 
route to every destination imaginable. They are students, lawyers, teachers, nurses, freelancers, 
celebrities in sunglasses, homeless, hedge funders, dishwashers, and millions more. On more than a few 
of these cars, looming over the crowded masses, is a bevy of service signs, each one containing an 
androgynous central actor highlighted in red or green. They are designed to be the angels on our 
shoulders. Both shoulders. And they seem to be working, because on any given day in New York City, 
these characters of all types remain respectful and each a part of the quiet and predictable order that 
heeds the not-so-subtle guidance of these signs. “It’s a simple way to add standing room,” reads the 
subhead of one sign. “It’s a space issue,” reads another. “Even better, add a smile,” gets the prize for 
most condescending. Yet the only one that touches on an actual law, without the benefit of addressing 
that fact, is “Hold the pole, not our attention. A subway car is no place for showtime.”i 

In the belly of the city lies 842 miles of interconnected subway track, which accommodate a fleet of 
more than 6,400 cars.ii Not counting the stations and train platforms, this endless tangle of intermediary 
public space is off limits to performers.iii Nary is an acoustic guitar player nor a doo-wop troupe legally 
permitted to sojourn up and down the trains to perform. While this law is nothing new, its actual 
enforcement has been evident just within the last few months. I can’t admit to missing the Mariachi 
bands—in full regalia no less—hitting full fortissimo during morning rush hour, or the dancing 
“Showtime!” kids on the way back, but their recent absence is noted and has created a noticeable void. 
What was once an illegitimate yet vibrant performance venue is now merely a makeshift classroom for 
commuter etiquette, with ubiquitous reminders to not block the door, crowd the pole, eat, 
“manspread,” make a lot of noise, clip our toenails, dispense trash on the floor, and other matters 
concerning personal space. Only ten short years ago, a barrage of signage prompted commuters to 
remain alert and peruse the underground for “suspicious packages.” Subway performers, welcome or 
not, provided a nice counterweight to that civic test. In 2015 commuters have been given a new test: to 
be courteous and mind one’s personal space. What a bummer! The general reasoning behind this 
campaign is that there’s a broad social contract in place, which we must increasingly heed 
commensurate with how crowded our physical space becomes. That is a reasonable contract. It is also 
an old one, and civility has its limits, especially when you’re 30 feet below ground.  

On my commute home one evening, not long ago, while riding in an uncharacteristically sparse subway 
car, a “Showtime!” troupe of kids entered, hit play, and commenced with their quasi-rehearsed dance 
routine. What first occurred to me was how long it had been since I had heard those familiar words, 
“Ladies and gentlemen it’s showtime now it’s showtime what time is it? It’s showtime!” Secondly, I 
noticed the apathy that consumed each passenger, including—I’m somewhat ashamed to admit—
myself. In our minds there was no performance happening, only a disruption. When the music stopped 
one of the kids paced up and down the car with hat in hand, expecting donations that did not come. 



“Damn, people actin’ like we here to rob ‘em,” the kid said. He repeated those words, only louder, for 
his friends to hear and to share in the moment’s hopelessness.   

The notion that the subway has been rid of something unwelcome and returned wholesale to its rightful 
users is a tenuous one. Take the current family-friendly incarnation of Times Square, which has 
witnessed an influx of painted, topless women who pose for photos with tourists in exchange for 
payment. To some, this questionable vogue hints at a return to the area’s grimier days, when it was 
populated by peep show theaters and panhandlers. The hint was so profound, in fact, that the mayor’s 
knee-jerk response was to float the silly idea of eliminating Times Square’s dedicated pedestrian zones.iv 
This solution is akin to robbing Peter and then not even bothering to pay Paul. Those who praise Times 
Square’s evolution of the late 20th-century would likely find justification in chaos theory: from disorder 
comes order. But the opposite also has merit. The strict reordering and rebranding of public spaces once 
deemed undesirable have had positive effects, but a street is simply a street, and a subway car is simply 
a subway car. When you confine the stage you only invite the actors to think and move beyond it, into 
the audience, atop the scaffolding, under the floorboards. The subways have always been a naturally 
occurring performance space, unsanctioned and unscripted, and made even more attractive to 
performers by their confines and mobility. Each car is a potential theater, with an intimate gathering 
seated at stage level, and each car a new venue, removing for the performer the predictability from the 
redundancy.  

The story of New York is one of evolving spaces, from Times Square and Thompkins Square Park to Wall 
Street and Flushing Avenue. Each of these spaces bears the weight of its own legend, however tarnished 
or glorious, and archived in the abstract annals of our memories. When I was a boy, in the 1980s, my 
father would tell me to avoid Bryant Park, just as other fathers advised their kids in the 70s to avoid 
SoHo, or in the 60s to avoid Park Slope, and pretty much every city park and the entire subway system 
after dark. Since I didn’t make a habit of defying my father, my memory of Bryant Park is informed by his 
warning. And that memory really isn’t mine, it belongs to New York. New York remembers Central Park 
and Bryant Park and Thompkins Square Park when they were filled with lawless ruin, and the once 
timeless infrastructure on which these spaces were built seemed beyond saving. And New York 
remembers when the subways were criminal havens and the cars themselves were treated as blank 
canvases. 

New York is a theater of memories and we New Yorkers are collagists of experience. To live in this city is 
to wander it and to cull from its lights and sirens and advancing street cracks the collective memories 
that have defined it for centuries. In that sense, New Yorkers remember things for which they were not 
present. This is as true in tragedy as it is in triumph, from 9/11 and the shooting of Amadou Diallo to 
Reggie Jackson becoming Mr. October. However extreme these examples, such events transformed the 
city, altered its course, and imprinted in it new memories for residents present, past and future to 
absorb. But we don’t experience memories the same way we do events. In real time, events feel new, 
but in our memories of those events we can, if we look close enough, see the patterns and derivations; 
we can then look even deeper into the city’s past, now dust-covered and sepia-toned, and see older 
versions of the same patterns. Rinse and repeat. In fact, the closest thing anyone can come to truly 
experiencing something new in New York is by forming a new view of the past.  

This isn’t the first time in history that subway riders have been asked to mind their manners. A similar 
illustrated campaign in the 1940s, courtesy of the Subway Sun, enforced good etiquette with almost 



identical messaging to what we see today.v However similar, those signs now appear quaint, kitschy and 
even silly, due in no small part to their cartoonish aesthetic and xenophobic tendencies. Those Subway 
Sun signs once occupied a physical space so that their readers could minimize theirs, and now they are 
relegated to the city’s memory bank. Civility and courtesy and some enforcement of social order are 
important for any city’s sustainability, but this particular type of order—a marriage of Broken Windows 
and Big Brother, if you will—has a breaking point. Indeed, from order comes disorder. 

This is not just a matter of physical space, but mental as well, that space where we archive memory and 
allow nostalgia to breed. But like a subway car, or a park or public square, there is a capacity to what we 
can reasonably squeeze in and tolerate at any given time. A new threshold emerges (at least it seems 
new), and rather than invite the same performers into these common spaces, we invite the antithesis. 
Whatever one may think of the “Showtime!” kids, their trade requires great skill and nimbleness, and it 
is tailored to occur in the one space where their performances are forbidden. This fact was once their 
greatest obstacle. But on that evening ride home, when the troupe in question came up empty handed, 
my apathy and that of my fellow passengers stemmed not from some perceived space issue but from 
the increased infrequency of these very performances. The etiquette signs had, however directly or 
indirectly, conditioned us all to expect and respect the quiet order of a subway ride home. I remember 
my apathy that day and it haunts me. 

The subways themselves invoke a recurring nostalgia among New Yorkers, which isn’t surprising given 
how prominent a role they play in our daily lives. We look to the 1980s, for example, when the cars’ 
interiors were riddled with illegible tags, and their exteriors coated with elaborate graffiti murals, many 
of them covering the full length of a 60-foot car. I rode on those very subways, and yet my memories of 
them are informed by photographs.vi While some will look at those same photos and associate the 
images with a time of rampant criminality, others see a purist’s haven, a virtual wild west of artistic 
freedom and output and rediscovery, when the performance occurred under cover of night, away from 
watchful eyes, only to be unveiled to an audience of thousands the very next day.vii This kind of nostalgia 
yields a climate wherein we not only grow tolerant of new forms of performance and disorder, but 
actually crave it. And let’s face it, commuting on the subway every day is monotonous enough as it is. 
What’s a little entertainment going to hurt? 

On a recent Sunday afternoon, while riding a southbound 2 train from 72nd to 42nd Streets, a troupe of 
five middle-aged men entered the back end of the car, just inches from where I stood, and together 
sang a harmonized and enjoyable rendition of The Five Satins’ “In the Still of the Night.” As they slowly 
made their way toward the middle of the car, in single file, I reached into my pocket and pulled out a 
dollar bill. The man holding up the rear held the collection hat, which contained a small pile of bills, at 
least one of them a $5. He acknowledged my donation with a nod, a verbal thank you, and a gracious 
pat on the shoulder, followed by a final thank you. As he passed me by I touched his shoulder as well. 
Perfect strangers on a train volunteered mutual physical contact, and amidst a transaction that, while 
perfectly innocent, is still illegal. The whole thing seemed pretty civil and orderly to me.    

i “Here Are the New MTA Ads Targeting Manspreaders, Subway Eaters, and More,” New York, December 22, 2014. 
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2014/12/mta-is-not-messing-around-with-new-psas.html 
ii “New York City Subway Car Fleet June 2010 through September 2015.” http://www.thejoekorner.com/cars/cars-
current.htm 
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